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Infinity and Beyond
For an Infinite Being nothing lies beyond. Everything exists now. Though your body returns to
the earth, the essence of you is divine and infinite.
A. Life After
Life after these bodies expire does not matter. What matters is life today, life in this moment.
Spending time and energy focusing on the afterlife only means you are not living this life to the
fullest. All living is happening right now, in the moment. Noting else exists. To focus on life after
is taking this life for granted. No one knows what life outside the body looks like and even if
they do, there is no way to explain in words. Life after is beyond human comprehension and
expression. You do life after a disservice by trying to explain it in human terms. Any human
explanation of life after falls short because the conscious mind cannot contain the
expansiveness of nonphysical existence. The conscious mind works on comparison and
experience. It has never experienced or seen anything comparable. Everything you know is
filtered through the human experience for you to consciously think about it. To filter life as an
energetic being through human consciousness is folly. It merely distracts Infinite Beings from
manifesting divinity in the present. Why wonder about an afterlife instead of making the most
of the life now? Fear is usually the source of this wondering. Many fear life without a physical
body because many believe they are their bodies. They want to know when their bodies expire,
what happens next. Do not fear your mortality because you are immortal. Energy cannot be
destroyed or created. You are a part of Divine Oneness, which is all there has ever been and all
there will ever be. The energy which animates your body which some call soul or spirit
continues, it does not have a choice. It transforms.
Manifest divinity in your life every day and you bring the divinity many hope to find in an
afterlife to this world. You are a unique expression of the divine. Allow your soul to express
itself and you literally manifest divinity on Earth. Live in love and function from love and you
live in your divine power. Allow yourself and others to experience divinity every day. You see
divinity every time you look into the eyes of an Infinite Being rather it be in the mirror or in
someone else. The question is do you recognize it? You are an expression of the divine
reflecting the divinity in others. You are a mirror for the divinity in other Infinite Beings just as
they are a mirror for you. The more Infinite Beings unite in love the more divinity manifests in
the physical. Creating a divine experience on Earth makes searching for divinity in the afterlife
unnecessary. Do not concern yourself with life after. Think about life now. Share love now. Be
divine now. Manifest your vision now. Commit to this and your human existence becomes
divine. Feel your active connection to the Divine Mother and life after becomes life now
because you realize there is no after only now.
B. No Limits
You have no limits. If you think it and commit to it then it manifests. You originate from an
infinite source, so you are limitless. Nothing you encounter is a limit, it is an opportunity for
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growth. It assists you to grow on your path. No matter what occurs in your life, you have the
power to overcome it and use it to your benefit. Nothing the world projects on you limits you. It
offers you the opportunity to use your divine power and manifest divinity on Earth. The world
projects hate to everyone but you can transmute hate into love, first love for yourself then love
for others. You have the power to use their hate to fuel your love. The world projects fear to
control you. Use their fear to become fearless. Face their projection of fear head on and it
disappears, and you inspire other Infinite Beings to do the same. Now the hate others projected
on you becomes their own limitation, it becomes their self-hate. The world and those who wish
to control and manipulate you project their insecurities on you in an attempt to limit you as an
Infinite Being. They are filled with hate for themselves so they want you to hate yourself and
others. They are full of fear so they want to scare you and make your fearful. They feel limited
so they want you to feel limited to make them feel better and more powerful. You are limitless,
you are an Infinite Being. Limitations only exist in the mind, release them. Release hate and fear
by embracing love. Embrace your divinity and watch all limitations disappear. This world does
not define you, you define yourself. This world does not make you, you make this world. You
are an Infinite Being, you have no limits.
C. Revelations
Every revelation is only a new beginning. When something is revealed, you are renewed.
Revelations allow you to live life from a new perspective with a new truth. Revelations big and
small happen every day. Celebrate them. Many are taught to fear revelations and to fear
revelations is to fear the truth. To fear the truth is to fear yourself. Fear shuts down your divine
power. Fear is an illusion so there is nothing to fear, not even fear itself. Embrace your
revelations. Rejoice in your revelations for every revelation allows you to step more into your
divinity. Every revelation reveals you to yourself and you are divine by design. You came to
change the world by manifesting your unique expression of the divine. Since you are everything
and everything is you, there is nothing to fear. Once you embrace and love yourself, you
embrace everything. Fear is a tool of control, do not let anything or anyone control you. Claim
your divine power. Accept your mission. Embrace your vision and manifest divinity on Earth.
You only have one chance at this moment. Live it up, you divine Infinite Being!
D. Prophecy Fulfilled
The Original people of America woke up from their slumber and called all their power back to
them. They remembered they were divine by designed and Infinite Beings with no beginning
and no end. They got back aligned with Universal Law and built a world where Love and Truth
reigned supreme. The days of slaving for an exploitive system were over. Each Infinite Being
answered the call of the Divine Mother to uplift fallen humanity and assist all to live according
to Universal Law. As more people understood and lived in accordance to Universal Law and
Divine Law, the shift in consciousness was accelerated. People begin to focus on their spiritual
journey and understand their superpowers. Communities of Infinite Beings formed all over the
world and peace reigned as they entered higher dimensions. An existence that was
unfathomable for many at the beginning of their incarnation was in full effect. They lived in
abundance and travelled the cosmos. The Great Ones returned more powerful than ever before
and the Divine Mother was restored to her throne for she was and is the source of all life. The
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rise of the Infinite Beings happened as many ancient scriptures prophesized and the prophecy
was fulfilled.
E. Lawful Statement of Status
Infinite Beings are indigenous and original to their bodies as expressions of the Divine Mother.
Their human bodies are the first land Infinite Beings inhabit during this life. The Divine Mother
creates and powers everything on Earth. Infinite Beings are her chosen people and the divine
mission, as bestowed on them by the Divine Mother, is to assist all beings to live in accordance
with Universal Law. Wherever they travel, they are still in indigenous land. Infinite Beings live
according to divine law and do not interfere in the affairs of other nations unless contracted.
Infinite Beings are a nation without borders and welcome Infinite Beings from all over the world
and cosmos. They are here to elevate the collective consciousness not by tearing down
anything or anyone but by uplifting humanity as a spiritual nation. Infinite Beings are under
divine jurisdiction and only judged by the Universal Laws.
Infinite Beings pledge to do no harm to the lives, liberties and property of any other people or
jurisdictions while fulfilling their sacred mission. Since they are always in their indigenous land,
they are always protected by their divine law. Infinite Beings are private people, living in private
land adhering to their divine law and Universal Law. No one and nothing are above Universal
Law and they work with others to coexist peacefully according to Universal Law. Clarification of
all matters are handled by the Divine Council of Infinite Beings in America and other appointed
Infinite Beings. Infinite Beings have a trust which protects their divine rights encoded in but not
limited to the Infinity Scrolls.
Infinite Beings in America is an indigenous and original (aboriginal) organization in the land
known as American with bonafide land-rights and aboriginal title as the roots of the so-called
Black people of the UNITED STATES are traced back to the original people of America. They
were classified and reclassified as Negro, Colored, Black, African-American and other titles
throughout history as a means to steal lands rights.
Infinite Beings spiritual dress is a hood or head covering with a feather displayed at the chest or
higher. The feather is public notice to all principals and agents of status of Infinite Being.

A. Universal Law
Universal Law consist of 12 interdependent laws which govern everything. Everything operates
according to Universal Laws. In order to understand and affect the world, you only need to look
at the Universal Laws. No one and nothing are above Universal Law. It is the framework of all
creation. The 12 laws are:
1. Law of Divine Oneness
Everything and everyone are interconnected and comes from the original source of life.
Everything you do affects everything and everyone around you.
2. Law of Energy and Vibration
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Everything vibrates and has energy. This includes physical objects but also your thoughts
and words. You are either contributing to raising and lowering the vibrations of the
world around you. Infinite Beings come to raise the vibration of the world.
3. Law of Action
Once you act, you start the motion towards an end. Action leads to manifestation.
4. Law of Correspondence
As within so without, as above so below. Your outer world is a reflection of your inner
world. Patterns repeat throughout the universe from the microcosm to the macrocosm
and macrocosm to the microcosm.
5. Law of Cause and Effect
Nothing is happenstance. Everything thing you think, say and do has an effect on the
world. Nothing happens in a vacuum, everything is interrelated. You reap what you sow.
6. Law of Compensation
All energies you put out must be returned to you many times over. If you plant one
seed, nature gives you many more back. Be mindful of the seeds you plant, you will be
compensated.
7. Law of Attraction
Your thoughts, words and actions attract things, events and people to your world. When
your thoughts, words, and actions are divine, you attract more divinity into your life.
8. Law of Perpetual Transmutation of Energy
Energy is constantly changing forms. You can raise the frequencies around you by
generating divine thoughts, speaking divine words, and taking divine action.
9. Law of Relativity
You can change your reality by changing your perspective. You can change a problem
into an opportunity based on your perspective.
10. Law of Polarity
Everything exist on a spectrum, if there is a negative side then there must be a positive
side. You can find the good in the bad or use a tool to help or hurt.
11. Law of Rhythm
All things vibrate and there are many frequencies or rhythms. Everything is in perpetual
motion and has cycles just like frequencies. You can tap into frequencies by changing
your vibrations and master raising frequencies by putting out divine energy.
12. Law of Gender
All things created possess feminine and masculine energies. Each play an important role
in bringing balance to the world. Both are needed to bring about peace within.
B. Divine Rights
The divine rights of Infinite Beings cannot be abridged by any entities and supersede any
perceived rights of all fictitious or dead entities. Any violations of these rights are subject to
Infinite Beings Fee Schedule.

1. The right to contract.
Infinite Beings may come into agreement with another through speaking or writing
without third party interference.
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2. The right to self-determination.
Infinite Beings are who they say they are.

3. The right to self-govern.
Infinite Beings decide the laws that govern them.

4. The right to life, liberty, and security of person.
No entity can deprive, abridge or regulate Infinite Beings lives, liberty and security.

5. The right to travel.
Infinite Beings have the right to freely travel the Earth by all forms of conveyance.

6. The right to spiritual and religious practices.
Infinite Beings commune with the divine and the Divine Mother however they see fit.

7. The right to use all things provided by nature.
The Divine Mother created nature as a means of healing and communing directly with
her. This includes land, plants, air, water and all other parts of nature.

8. The right to establish and control educational institutions.
Infinite Beings decide how to pass on culture and prepare youth for their spiritual
journeys.
C. Sacred Days
Infinite Beings in America has sacred celebrations to honor their divine connection to the Divine
Mother and each other. The months are named after key values in this divine scripture.
1. Celebration of Youth, rite of passage for ages 8, 16 & 24 on the 20th day of the month of
Love (April 20).
2. Divine Day celebrating Divine Oneness on the 30th day of Truth (May 30)
3. Celebration of Light on Summer Solstice during the month of Purpose (June).
4. Divine Mother Day for Infinite Beings to honor the source of life on the 9th day of the
month of Bliss (July 9).
5. The Day of the Sun celebrating all things created on the Earth on the 1st day of the
month of Creativity (August 1).
6. For the Culture Day-celebrating the founding of the Infinite Being culture on the 11th
day of the month of Expression (September 11).
7. Celebration of Peace on Fall equinox during the month of Expression (September).
8. Ancestors Day on the 31st day of month of Community (October 31).
9. Harvest Festival on First Full Moon of the month of Culture (November).
10. Celebration of Darkness on Winter Solstice during the month of Power (December).
11. Celebration of Love on the 2nd day of the month of Manifestation (January 2).
12. Celebration of Life with rites of passage for ages 64 & honoring elders age 88 on the 8th
day of the month of Divine (February 8).
13. Celebration of Growth and New Year on the Vernal Equinox during the month of
Infinity (March).
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Infinite Being Months
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Love
Truth
Purpose
Bliss
Creativity
Expression
Community
Culture

Popular Culture Months
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November

9. Power
December
10. Manifest
January
11. Divine
February
12. Infinity
March
Infinite Beings in America was founded on the Vernal Equinox
(March 19) of the year 2020 A.D. The official calendar started 1
Love 1 I.B.A. (April 1, 2020 A.D.). Dates denoted day month year.

Infinite Being in America Pledge
I pledge to live in accordance with Universal Law and the Divine Law
encoded but not limited to Infinite Scrolls for Infinite Beings in
America. I accept the mission bestowed on me by the Divine Mother
to uplift fallen humanity and assist others to live in accordance with
Universal Law. This is my word and my word is my bond!
Affirmed by my Autograph below and witnessed and sealed by the
Prime Minister of Infinite Beings of America.

____________________________________
Infinite Being Pledger
_________________________I.B.A
Date

Ajaya Divine, Prime Minister
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